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PASTORAL LETTER CHRISTMAS 2018

Dear Friends,
I greet you in the wonderful name of our Lord Jesus Christ, who blesses us with abundance,
surrounding us with Angels and Archangels, the messengers of God to protect us in all things.
As can be seen from Scripture, the Angels played a major part in the incarnation and birth of
our Lord Jesus Christ 2000 years ago – as we approach Christmas some thoughts and
reflections.

Who is the Christ child??
This Jesus, who has come down to be with us in human form is, in every way, like any child
that we have experienced – he was not superhuman – he got tired, needed feeding and
protection and probably also got sick at times, like every baby. This is important to remember,
as statues of the Virgin Mary holding Jesus are often depicted in a beatific way - this might
suggest that his birth, infancy and later childhood were perfect. We are reminded by the writer
to the Hebrews who declares,
“Jesus, Compassionate High Priest. 14 [a] Therefore, since we have a great high priest who
has passed through the heavens, Jesus, the Son of God, let us hold fast to our
confession. 15 For we do not have a high priest who is unable to sympathize with our
weaknesses, but one who has similarly been tested in every way, yet without sin. 16 So let
us confidently approach the throne of grace to receive mercy and to find grace for timely
help.” (Heb. 4: 14-16)

Thus Jesus has been tested in every way and yet without sin – these ways of testing are not
only such as He experienced in the desert for 40 days, but in the ordinary ways in which we as
humans are tested.
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How do we respond to the Christ child?
Responding to Jesus detail, among many things, perhaps two crucial aspects:
(a) Our treatment of children and young people – at times we can treat children and youngsters
in a very patriarchal way, relegating them to an inferior position which does not affirm their
own world view, perceptions, thoughts and personality. This can be very hurtful and
wounding for young people – as we prepare for Christmas let us examine our attitudes to
young people, and where needed, change these so that we can enter into their own worlds
and delight in the unique perceptions of reality which they show to us.
(b) Living our faith – one of the great dangers at this time of the year which is so over
commercialised and trite is that we can approach Christmas in a sentimental and superficial
way. This does not honour the immense event which we are celebrating at this time. Some
have espoused the saying, “Put Christ back into Christmas” – this certainly has merit,
putting Christ into our hearts makes far more sense to me. It is as we do this that our
actions and treatment of others can reflect the inner transformation which faith and the
power of Holy Spirit make to us and who we are in the world.
Finally, I commend to you the parish Christmas Programme which has been published in the Pew
News for some weeks now – if you are in town we very much look forward to seeing you at one or
more of the services which are to take place over this time.
On behalf of the leadership of our parish, I wish you a very blessed and life deepening Christmas.
Fr.David
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